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Abstract. Far ultraviolet (FUV) albedo maps ob-

tained using the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) 
Lyman Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP)’s innovative 
nightside observing technique [1,2] reveal features on 
the Moon in a new light. Dayside FUV maps obtained 
using the more traditional photometry technique with 
the Sun as the illumination source are very comple-
mentary. Together, these LRO-LAMP measurements 
provide a unique perspective on the lunar "hydrologi-
cal cycle," connecting the surface abundance of water 
frost trapped in the Moon's cryosphere to volatile 
transport processes involving the lunar exosphere.  

LAMP Instrument. The LRO-LAMP UV imaging 
spectrograph is well suited to study how water is 
formed on the Moon, transported through the lunar 
exosphere, and deposited in permanently shaded re-
gions (PSRs)[2,3]. Importantly, the nightside imaging 
technique allows us to peer into the PSRs near the 
poles, and determine their UV albedos. LAMP 
nightside and dayside brightness maps cover wave-
length range 57-196 nm.  Lyman-α, on-band and off-
band albedo maps (i.e., on and off the water frost ab-
sorption band at ~165 nm) are useful for constraining 
the abundance of surficial water frost [1,4,5].  

Key Results. Global nightside and dayside maps 
are divided (at ±60° latitude) into polar and equatorial 
regions with stereographic and equirectangular projec-
tions, respectively. Additionally, new spectral image 
cube maps have been created for several regions of 
interest with 2 nm resolution, and are being expanded 
to cover the full globe. 

LAMP FUV albedo measurements indicate ~1-2% 
surface water frost areal-mixing abundances in a few 
PSRs based on spectral color comparisons, and we find 
that many PSRs may have porosities of ~0.7 based on 
relatively low albedos at Lyman-α [1,5]. The FUV 
albedo maps reveal lower albedo regions and/or spec-
tral shapes consistent with water frost within the cold-
est PSR regions, determined with correlative analyses 
using LRO-Diviner maps [5]. Mandt et al. [6] reported 
an updated analysis of the PSR reflectance measure-
ments, and more recent work includes a search for al-
bedo changes on monthly timescales. 

Global dayside FUV albedo maps enable compari-
sons between the nightside and dayside photometry 
techniques to help validate the use of Lyman-α and 

starlight as illumination sources. Analysis of dayside 
spectra for selected regions complement the nightside 
maps, and are used to investigate space weathering and 
hydrated surface signatures [7,8]. A lab study of the 
FUV reflectance properties of Apollo samples, lunar 
simulants, and water ice is underway to further charac-
terize the UV reflectance techniques [9]. The FUV 
spectral inversion property of the lunar albedo discov-
ered by the Apollo 17 UVS is confirmed with the 
LAMP dataset [4].  Hendrix et al., [10] report that 
swirl regions show a UV-reddening, perhaps in re-
sponse to differences in space weathering processes 
within these regions, and Cahill et al., [11] report fol-
low up comparisons between LAMP maps and image-
ry from other LRO instruments.  

Future Investigations. The upcoming LRO ex-
tended science mission is proposed to continue LAMP 
observations through September 2018. More surface 
reflectance data (60-190 nm) at a variety of incidence 
and emission angles will improve signal, spectral, and 
photometric quality and further develop our innovative 
nightside UV reflectance technique for detecting surfi-
cial water frost, determining surface porosity, and fur-
ther characterizing space weathering in the FUV.  

LAMP will implement an exciting new operating 
mode that will enhance the sensitivity of dayside ob-
servations by 1-2 orders of magnitude. Global searches 
of water signatures outside of PSRs with these newly 
improved LAMP dayside data will allow us to confirm 
and elucidate the findings of surface water/hydroxyl 
and its variability. The data quality is expected to be on 
par with the initial detections of such surficial water 
signatures within infrared Chandryaan-M3/Cassini-
VIMS/EPOXI data [7], enabling more robust searches 
for diurnal variations. 
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